
Eagle Scout Criteria

The Idaho Foodbank benefits from the hard work of many Scouts; whether it’s helping to sort food in the

warehouse with their troop, participating at Scouting for Food or joining a local food drive, we appreciate

the efforts of Idaho’s Scouts! Many Scouts familiar with The Idaho Foodbank choose to take these efforts a

step further by coordinating a project that will result in the rank of Eagle Scout. The most common project

for Eagle Scouts is to create and manage their own Food Drive. Other projects may be available but should

you choose to coordinate a Food Drive, the following criteria apply.

In order to ensure the Eagle Scout principles of planning, developing and leading this project are met, The

Idaho Foodbank requires the Scout to:

Commit to raise a minimum of 1,000 pounds of food

Although we appreciate food donations of any amount, it is only at this goal and above that the Scout would

be required to plan, develop and lead in order to succeed. Whether he uses volunteers to help, solicits

assistance from local stores or coordinates with a school or church; this is a level of commitment worthy of

the Eagle Scout rank.

Schedule a Tour of your local warehouse

This exercise is brief but critical. It ensures the Scout can accurately answer questions that are commonly

asked during the course of a food drive. We also hope that it helps emphasize to the Scout the importance

of his undertaking.

Coordinate the use of The Idaho Foodbank logo with our marketing department

We encourage the Scout to create marketing material with our logo but have added this criterion in order to

highlight the importance of corporate collaboration. Our logo, as with most logos, has rules regarding

placement, size, etc. Please forward any materials with our logo to volunteerservices@idahofoodbank.org

so that our marketing department may review them.

Get Started!

To start your Eagle Scout Project, contact the warehouse in your area to schedule an interview and/or to

discuss other possible Eagle Scout projects. We look forward to helping you help!
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